CENTRAL FRIENDS EPISTLE

Here are some things we did as a group and some that we did on our own.

We all helped make flags and maps, one of them for capture-the-flag. Capture-the-flag was fun; we invited everyone from Annual Session to join in.

We went swimming in Hagg Lake. Some of us played story-telling games. We had parts for Community Night. It included Central Friends who arrived later on. The skit was about Quakers standing up for their belief. We made our code of conduct, we used super-hero values to help put the code together.

We read books that inspired us. We liked going outside to play kickball. We liked sleeping in late after playing until we were so tired.

We played Dungeons and Dragons and Pathfinders games.
We liked going to the Bookstore. We had an Interest Group about growing up. We sang with the Friend in Residence. We did Zen tangles art work. We enjoyed rampaging around the building looking for the Junior Friends. We also enjoyed making a lot of noise to wake Sharon up!

"Charge!"